
I. Data Story Guideline

This document will guide you on how to create a data story. The following sections (with all the sub

information) should be incorporated in a sequential manner to formulate the story.

*Note: All the sections are mandatory. Please follow the guidelines while designing the story and

incorporating images

1. Problem/Challenge:

 What is the problem that your city is/was facing?

 How is it impacting citizen life?

 Include numbers to showcase the magnitude of problem

2. Solution obtained using Data:

 How did the city find a solution using data?

 What kind of data was used and how was it analyzed? Mention the sources, the time period
considered, etc.

 Compare the before and after scenario using figures

3. Data Visualizations:

 Depict the problem and data analysis done, through data visualizations.
 Visualize the data on any preferred tool including open data visualization platform, Tableau,

Dashboards or any tool suitable for the data being analysed.

 Use easily visible colours, appropriate axes labelling and try to avoid any blur image.

4. Insights obtained from Data:

 What information did the city get from the data?

 Were there any forecasts or trends that could be identified?

5. Conclusion:

 What are/were the benefits from implementing the data solution?

 Highlight the next steps such as plan to scale up this initiative, or work on a new similar

initiative.



II. Data Story Checklist

S.no. Checklist

1 Ensure that data is being used to identify/solve a problem

2 Use an impactful Heading. Format should be – “City name: heading”, maximum 7
words

3 Highlight benefits from using data to solve the problem

4 Use appropriate Data Visualization – Dashboard, Tableau, other tools, etc.

5 Use high resolution images that are clear and easily readable

6 Featured image size should be 657 X 425 pixels

7 Add URL of the Website, if it is mentioned in the story



III. Submitting Data Story on the Portal

• Open smartcities.data.gov.in

• Scroll to the bottom and click on ‘Share Your Data Story’

• Login with your respective credentials

• A ‘Dashboard’ will open. Click on ‘Add New’ in ‘Posts’ tab.

• After sending for approval, the story will be visible in the ‘All Posts’ tab.

Form fields description

Click on ‘Add Media’ to upload images
wherever required


